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 When you need a Relational Data store
 When you need a Transactional workload
 When you need high volumes of reads and inserts
 High-Concurrency
 When you re looking for a single scale-up database

 When you need a low-cost, high-throughput Data store 
 When you have Non-Relational (No-SQL) data
 No Ad-Hoc Query support
 Cheap storage option
 Works great with Hadoop & U-SQL

 When you need a query-able Non-Relational Data store 
 When you have Non-Relational (No-SQL) data
 Highly Scalable
 Costly Storage (as compared to Blob Storage). So, use when you need to 

query data from an external application
 Great for Ad-Hoc Queries
 Use Stored Procedures to transform your data

 When you need a Relational BigData store 
 When you have Square (Relational) data
 Highly Scalable
 Analytical Data Store – With amazing Compute Power
 Low-Cost Storage (Costlier than Blob Storage)
 Pause-able Compute (Elastic Scale)

 When you need a low-cost, high-throughput Data store 
 When you have Non-Relational (No-SQL) data
 No Ad-Hoc Query support
 Works great with Hadoop & U-SQL
 Does not have the same storage limits as Blob Storage (Great for Big Data 

& IoT)
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 High Throughput Data Ingestion System
 Great for IoT & Streaming Solutions
 Ingest up to 1 Million messages per second
 Fully Managed & Very Easy to setup
 Similar to Apache Kafka
 IoT Hub uses Event Hubs underneath the covers

 Complex Event Processing (CEP) Engine
 When you want to query your Real-time data, IoT, notification & alerting  scenarios.
 SQL-lite Language constructs
 Support for JSON, Delimited (eg: CSV) and Avro
 Open Source Equivalent: Apache Storm

 Simple to build a great search experience into web and mobile apps
 Use with Azure SQL DB, DocumentDB, Table & Blob Storage 
 Leverage advanced linguistic capabilities with deep understanding of 56 languages
 Simple to scale and manage
 Uses Machine Learning APIs to understand past user behavior and make recommendations

 Fully managed Spark & Hadoop on Azure
 Handles both, No-SQL & rectangular (relational) data
 Use it when you re trying to solve big data problems (handles > 1 PB of data)
 Use Data Lake Store or Blob Storage as your storage layer
 Delete & re-create your cluster without losing any data

 Use it to perform predictive analytics
 SSIS-like drag & drop features
 Built-in Machine Learning Algorithms for Classification, Regression, Clustering & Anomaly 

Detection
 Support for R & Python to build custom models
 One-click Operationalization

Data 
Factory

 Orchestrator of your data pipelines
 Does not do any processing (except for Copy Activity)
 Use it to schedule your batch-style workloads
 Support for pulling data from various on-premise systems
 Not to be used for Real-time scenarios.
 Great for Calling & Re-training Machine Learning APIs
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